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IN NEED OF INSPIRATION?

Discover the latest news below



Shop new arrivals
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Accessories



Belts (18)

Mufflers & Scarves (23)

Hair accessories (8)

Beanies & caps (57)

Jewelry (165)

Sunglasses (67)

Tech accessories (64)

Headphones & ear pods (3)

Phone cases (63)


Gloves & mittens (3)

Bags & purses (284)




Swimwear & beachwear



Intimate



Clothes



Shoes



Sports



Tech accessories from Nelly

Phone cases for iPhone – give your smartphone a personal touch

Your smartphone is an important part of your daily life, so why not give it a personal and stylish touch with a phone case from Nelly? At Nelly, you'll find a wide range of phone cases for iPhone in different designs, colors, and materials. Whether you prefer a simple and minimalist style or something more colorful and patterned, you're sure to find something that suits your taste. Nelly's selection includes everything from transparent cases and marble patterns to trendy motifs and bold colors.

Protect your AirPods with silicone covers

Investing in a pair of AirPods means you want to keep them in good condition and protect them from scratches and dirt. At Nelly, you'll find silicone covers for AirPods in a variety of colors and styles. These covers are designed to fit perfectly around your AirPods cases and provide them with an extra layer of protection and personality. The silicone covers are durable and easy to clean, making them a practical and stylish accessory for your wireless earbuds.

Easy and convenient shopping experience at Nelly

Shopping for tech accessories at Nelly means you'll get an easy and convenient shopping experience. Our user-friendly website and search functions make it easy for you to find the perfect products to protect and personalize your iPhone and AirPods. We offer fast and secure delivery throughout Sweden, as well as several payment options to make your shopping experience as worry-free as possible.
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Become a member - get 15% on your next purchase






Sign me up!










By signing up as a member you agree to Nelly's membership conditions and the integrity policy.



Help

	Help center

	Membership terms

	Terms & conditions online

	Store Purchase Terms and Conditions

	Returns

	Delivery

	Payment






About Nelly

	About us

	Cookies

	Privacy policy

	Investor Relations

	Sustainability

	Career






Miscellaneous

	Buy a gift card

	Nlyman

	Flagship Store






Trending now

	Bikinis

	Spring jackets

	Linen pants

	Tops & t-shirts

	Suit Pants

	Sneakers







ALWAYS SAFE PAYMENTS
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FAB FASHION IN YOUR PHONE
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